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Abstract. Disulfide bond formation is critical for maintaining structure stability and
function ofmany peptides and proteins.Mass spectrometry has becomean important
tool for the elucidation of molecular connectivity. However, the interpretation of the
tandem mass spectral data of disulfide-linked peptides has been a major challenge
due to the lack of appropriate tools. Developing proper data analysis software is
essential to quickly characterize disulfide-linked peptides. A thorough and in-depth
understanding of how disulfide-linked peptides fragment in mass spectrometer is a
key in developing software to interpret the tandem mass spectra of these peptides.
Two model peptides with inter- and intra-chain disulfide linkages were used to study
fragmentation behavior in both collisional-activated dissociation (CAD) and electron-

based dissociation (ExD) experiments. Fragments generated from CAD and ExD can be categorized into three
major types, which result from different S–S and C–S bond cleavage patterns. DiSulFinder is a computer
algorithm that was newly developed based on the fragmentation observed in these peptides. The software is
vendor neutral and capable of quickly and accurately identifying a variety of fragments generated from disulfide-
linked peptides. DiSulFinder identifies peptide backbone fragments with S–S and C–S bond cleavages and,
more importantly, can also identify fragments with the S–S bond still intact to aid disulfide linkage determination.
With the assistance of this software, more comprehensive disulfide connectivity characterization can be
achieved.
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Introduction

Disulfide linkage between two cysteine residues is a widely
occurring protein post-translational modification (PTM)

critical for maintaining structural stability and protein function.
Understanding disulfide linkages between cysteine residues in
proteins can facilitate structure characterization and also aid in
verifying disulfide linkage designs. Over the past two decades,
analytical approaches using mass spectrometry (MS) have
become central to the characterization of proteins and their
PTMs, including disulfide bond assignment [1]. The deduction

of protein sequence information is achieved by tandem mass
spectrometry (MS/MS) [2], where a peptide ion is fragmented
using different dissociation techniques followed by subsequent
m/z measurement of fragment ions. The most widely used
activation method is collision-activated dissociation (CAD),
also known as collision-induced dissociation (CID). During
the CAD process, peptide ions of interest are isolated in the
gas phase and subjected to collisions with noble gas atoms such
as argon or nitrogen to induce breakage of amide bonds in the
peptide backbone [2]. However, it has been well documented
that PTMs tend to be unstable and are often lost during the
CAD process [3]. Electron-based dissociation (ExD) [4], where
precursor ions react with electrons carrying different electron
energies to induce fragmentation, has been developed as an
alternative activation technique. Across the range of electron
energy, ExD methods include electron capture dissociation
(ECD) [5, 6] (energy electrons ~1 eV), hot ECD (HECD) [7,
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8] (electron energies to 8–14 eV), and electron-induced disso-
ciation (EID) ( electron energies >16 eV) [9, 10]. ECD has been
shown to induce random peptide backbone cleavages while
preserving labile modifications [11]. The application of ECD
and HECD has been limited to multiply charged ions, but EID
has been successfully applied to study singly charged drug
metabolites [9] and peptides [10] since the first study of exci-
tation of singly charged organic cations at high electron ener-
gies by Cody and Freiser [12], which was also called EIEIO
(electron impact excitation of ions from organics). Alternative-
ly, Liu et al. [13] have reported a disulfide mapping workflow
using EThcD (electron transfer higher energy dissociation),
where electron transfer dissociation cleaves disulfide bond first
followed by subsequent higher energy dissociation of disulfide
cleaved peptide precursors. The resulting MS/MS data was
then searched against linear peptides database.

Sample preparation approaches also play an important role
in analytical strategy establishment. Bottom-up approaches are
often used for protein structure elucidation and PTM analysis
by reducing the disulfide bond and performing enzymatic
digestion prior to MS analysis [14]. Higher fragmentation
efficiency can often be achieved with the disulfide bond re-
duced; however, information about disulfide linkage is obvi-
ously lost. Additionally, during the enzymatic digestion pro-
cess, disulfide bond scrambling can also occur, thus giving
misleading results [15]. In contrast, top-down MS has unique
strength in the comprehensive analysis of proteins [16] and
PTMs by preserving labile modifications [17]. Top-down MS
approaches have been successfully applied to the identification
of disulfide linkages in peptides, thereby avoiding possible
disulfide rearrangement while providing more extensive mo-
lecular connectivity information [18].

Despite the advances in fragmentation techniques, the lack
of appropriate software tools for disulfide-linked peptide MS
data analysis constitutes an analytical bottleneck. There has
been great effort in developing proper computer algorithm to
aid MS/MS data analysis for disulfide-linked peptide identifi-
cation, such as MassMatrix search engine [19] and DBond
algorithm [20]. However, they are still bottom-up approach-
and database search-based, and cannot be readily used for top-
down work flow. Up to this point, most of the top-down MS/
MS data generated for disulfide-linked peptides have been
manually interpreted to avoid missing identification informa-
tion. Tandem mass spectra of disulfide-linked peptides are
typically very complicated. Fragments are generated frommul-
tiple peptide bond cleavages [21], including cysteine
thioaldehyde, cysteine persulfide, or dehydroalanine, attribut-
able to the breakage of S–S or C–S bonds, respectively, in
addition to peptide backbone cleavage. Manually examining
MS/MS spectra for all possible peptide fragmentation combi-
nations can be very time-consuming and unreliable, especially
if the target protein is cysteine-rich and contains unknown
disulfide bonds. In addition, currently available software pro-
grams are generally incapable of providing detailed interpreta-
tion of MS/MS data generated for disulfide-linked peptides.
The typical approach for these software programs is to assume

that disulfide bonds are reduced or the additional chain(s) are
considered as modifications of the main chain. Consequently,
peptide backbone fragments with disulfide bonds still intact are
often missed using this approach. As a result, determination of
disulfide linkage is often very challenging.

In the present study, the fragmentation behavior of two
model peptides, one with an inter-chain disulfide linkage and
the other with an intra-chain disulfide linkage, were thoroughly
studied using both CAD and ExD activation techniques, which
provided more comprehensive peptide fragmentation. A soft-
ware tool, DiSulFinder, was then designed and implemented to
assist MS/MS data analysis of disulfide-linked peptides. In
conjunction with currently available data processing platforms,
DiSulFinder is capable of identifying peptide backbone frag-
ments with and without S–S or C–S bond cleavages. This tool
quickly identifies fragments retaining S–S bond connectivity as
well as those from S–S or C–S bond cleavages, providing
critical information for disulfide linkage determination, which
cannot be achieved via existing commercial software packages.
In addition, the program is a vendor-neutral platform that can
handle CAD or ExD data from any MS system. DiSulFinder
can potentially be used to identify unknown disulfide linkages
in cysteine-rich proteins, which could be useful for better
determination of their folding patterns.

Experimental
Materials

Inter-chain disulfide-linked peptide, insulin_frag (A chain:
QLENYVCN-NH2; B chain: LVCGER-NH2; Cys connected
by S–S) was synthesized by AnaSpec (AnaSpec, Fremont, CA,
USA). Intra-chain disulfide-linked peptide, crustacean
cardioactive peptide (CCAP, PFCNAFTGC-NH2, disulfide
bond linked between Cys 3 and 9) was purchased fromBachem
(Bachem Americas, Inc., Torrance, CA, USA). All solvents
were Optima LCMS grade from Fisher Chemical.

MS/MS Analysis

Each sample was directly infused into the mass spectrometer
by a TriVersa NanoMate robot (Advion, Inc., Ithaca, NY,
USA) at a concentration of 5 pmol/μL in a spray solution of
50:50 acetonitrile:water with 0.1% formic acid.

CAD and ExD experiments were performed on a 9.4T
Solarix qQq-Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-
ICR) mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA,
USA). Mass spectra were collected in the positive ion mode,
with 2 M data points. Collision energy used in the CAD
experiment was 25 V with argon as collision gas and MS/MS
spectra were summed over 50 scans. ECD MS/MS spectra
were summed over 200 scans with electron energies that
ranged from 1.7 to 21 eV. The transient length was 1.12 s,
and the estimated resolving power was ~200,000 at m/z 400.
The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) threshold was set to 3; signals
below that threshold were ignored. Data were analyzed using
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DataAnalysis 4.4 and BioTools 3.2 SR5 (Bruker Daltonics,
Billerica, MA, USA) with a mass accuracy of <5 parts per
million (ppm).

DiSulFinder Algorithm and Data Analysis
Workflow

Mass spectral data were processed using DataAnalysis 4.4
software and peaks with signal-to-noise ratio >3 were exported
as a mass list and used as input for fragment matching using our
own program, DiSulFinder. Our code was written in Python
2.7.12 using the periodic table 1.5.0 package [22] and a mod-
ified molmass.py [23] program. Peptide sequences
(Figure 1a, b) were treated as linear peptides for theoretical
fragmentation and the resulting fragments were labeled Ai, Bi,
Ci, corresponding to a, b, c peptide fragment ions, respectively;
Xi, Yi, Zi, representing x, y, z peptide fragment ions; where i is
the position along the N or C- terminus (Figure 1c, d). Each
sequence was split by indices into five sections: section 1 goes
from N-terminus to the amino acid before the S–S bond;
section 2 continues from the first cysteine involved in the S–
S bond to either the residue in the middle of the connected
cysteine residues (if disulfide is intra-molecular) or to the C-
terminus of the first chain; section 3 goes from the residue
directly after section 2, to the residue before the second cysteine
involved in the S–S bond; section 4 goes from the second
cysteine in the S–S bond to the C-terminus of the linear
sequence; and section 5 are the residues in-between each cys-
teine. Figure 1e, f show the graphical representation of the five
sections for the two selected peptides in this work. The five
sections of peptide sequences were then combined or split
further (i.e., section 5) to form all possible fragments that
retained and/or broke the disulfide bond. Nomenclature for
multiple backbone cleavages was assigned corresponding la-
bels and indices. Fragments involving the breaking of C–S
bonds include a ‘–S’ or ‘+S’ to denote the removal or addition

of a sulfur atom, respectively. Precursor ions were denoted M
and in the case of peptides with multiple chains, each chain was
numbered accordingly (i.e., 1, 2). Finally, a mass error of
5 ppm was used for approximating match identity.

Results and Discussion
Two model peptides, one insulin peptide (insulin_frag) with an
inter-chain disulfide linkage and one with intra-chain disulfide-
linked peptide (CCAP) were used for fragmentation studies.
CAD and ExD were both performed to obtain more compre-
hensive peptide fragmentation to facilitate the characterization
of disulfide-linked peptides. BioTools was employed for initial
CAD and ExD MS/MS data processing. BioTools can only
identify fragments assuming the S–S bond was already re-
duced, or alternatively the program could treat one chain as a
fixed modification to another. Manual data analysis was also
performed to identify additional fragments, which were not
identified via BioTools. The results were compared with the
new software we developed to evaluate and validate the utility
of the new software tool.

Inter-Chain Disulfide-Linked Peptide

Figure 2 shows the CAD MS/MS spectrum of the insulin_frag
peptide. Analysis of the spectrumwas quite complicated, partially
due to the cleavage of C–S or S–S bonds, in addition to peptide
backbone cleavages. The MS/MS data were first processed via
BioTools followed by manual data interpretation. The resulting
fragments were categorized into three main types as summarized
in Table 1, including peptide backbone fragments with Cys
already cleaved, Cys-fragments bearing additional sulfur or los-
ing sulfur due to C–S bond cleavage, and those with the S–S
bond still intact. As shown in Table 1, BioTools was able to
identify peptide backbone fragments with Cys already cleaved,

Figure 1. Disulfide-linked peptides and the example of four sections used by DiSulFinder. (a), (b) Peptide sequences, where Infc1
and Infc2 are chain 1 and 2, respectively. (c), (d) Linear arrangement and fragmentation nomenclature of sequences. (e), (f) Five
sequence domains used in fragment generation
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Figure 2. CAD MS/MS spectrum of insulin_frag peptide acquired at collision energy of 25 V and summed over 50 scans; possible
cleavage sites of disulfide-linked Cys residues in MS/MS, between S–S bond or C–S bond are shown in the inset

Table 1. Summary of Different Fragment Types of insulin_frag Peptide in CAD Experiment Obtained by Combining the Results from Both BioTools and Manual
Data Interpretation

Fragment types Ions Sequences m/z

Peptide backbone cleavage fragments y2 (chain 1) ER-NH2 303.17709
y3 (chain 1) GER-NH2 360.19917
b3 (chain 2) QLE 371.19171
b4 (chain 2) QLEN 485.23632
b5 (chain 2) QLENY 648.29984

C–S cleavage fragments M+S (chain 1) LVC(+S)GER-NH2 707.33413
y4+S (chain 1) C(+S)GER-NH2 495.18131
M (chain 1)-S LVC(-S)GER-NH2 641.37423
M (chain 2)+S* QLENYC(+S)N-NH2 914.35127
x6-S (chain 2) LENYC(-S)N-NH2 748.36098

S–S bond intact fragments Chain 2 [z2]- Chain 1 [y4] CN-NH2/CGER-NH2 678.24622
Chain 2[y2]- Chain 1 [y5] CN-NH2/VCGER-NH2 794.34140
Chain 2 [y3]- Chain 1 [y4] YCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 858.33570
Chain 2 [y3]- Chain 1 [z4] YCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 841.31080
Chain 2 [y4]-Chain 1 [b4] NYCN-NH2/LVCG 880.33502
Chain 2 [z2]- Chain 1 CN-NH2/LVCGER-NH2 890.39920
Chain 2 [z4]- Chain 1 [y4] NYCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 955.35361
Chain 2 [y4]- Chain 1 [y4] NYCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 972.37955
Chain 2 [z4]-Chain 1 [b5] NYCN-NH2/LVCGE 994.37695
Chain 2 [z3]- Chain 1 YCN-NH2/LVCGER-NH2 1053.46297
Chain 2 [y5]-Chain 1 [z4] ENYCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 1084.39575
Chain 2 [z4]- Chain 1 NYCN-NH2/LVCGER-NH2 1167.50779
Chain 2 [z5]- Chain 1 ENYCN-NH2/LVCGER-NH2 1296.54947
Chain 2 [y6]- Chain 1 [y5] LENYCN-NH2/VCGER-NH2 1313.57698
Chain 2- Chain 1 [y4] QLENYCN-NH2/CGER-NH2 1325.53789

a+S, gaining an extra sulfur during C–S fragmentation of the corresponding peptide chain.
b–S, losing sulfur during C–S fragmentation.
c* Represents radical cation.
d‘/’ Between residues represents the two Cys residues on both chains are linked via S–S bond.
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such as y2 and y3 of chain 1, b3-5 of chain 2, as well as some
peptide backbone fragments with the S–S bond intact, such as y4
of chain 1 connected to chain 2 (where chain 2 is considered as a
modification of chain 1). However, BioTools lacked the ability to
identify any C–S bond cleavage fragments expected to result
from the CAD fragmentation process. Thus, we manually exam-
ined the MS/MS spectrum, specifically looking for this type of
fragments. The results confirmed that the cleavage of C–S bond
in the CAD experiment was present and we identified a number
of fragments resulting from C–S bond cleavage in addition to
peptide backbone fragmentation, such as x6–S and y4+S of chain
1 as shown in Table 1. During this manual data analysis process,
we also identified 15 additional fragments not found by BioTools
where the S–S bond remained intact. The majority of those S–S
connected fragments were generated via peptide backbone bond
cleavages on both chains, which could provide peptide sequence
information. Such fragments could potentially be valuable for
future characterization of unknown disulfide linkages. As sum-
marized in the Table 1, S–S intact fragments such b4 ions of chain
1 may connect to y4 ions of chain 2 via an S–S bond, which may
also provide information not only on individual peptide chain
amino acid sequence but also on the determination of S–S linkage
sites. The identification of S–S intact fragments is critical for
disulfide-linkage site determination. Therefore, the development
of proper software tools to automatically identify those fragments
is needed.

To develop a more comprehensive understanding of
disulfide-linked peptide fragmentation, the ECD experiment

was also performed on the insulin_frag peptide. At 1.7 eV of
electron energy, the fragmentation efficiency was rather low.
HECD experiment of the same peptide with electron energy of
16 eV generated much more fragmentation, especially in the
lower mass range as shown in Figure 3. The fragmentation
patterns were similar to those obtained from CAD, and the
resulting fragments could be grouped into the same three cate-
gorizes. In addition to b/y type ions, S–S and C–S bond cleavage
together with extensive peptide backbone fragmentation also
resulted in the generation of various c/z ions, giving greater
peptide sequence coverage than was obtained in CAD. A large
number of fragments with the S–S bond intact were also iden-
tified, including those with one or more peptide backbone
cleavages. HECD generated many more fragments than were
observed with ECD, mainly attributable to excess energy de-
posited into molecules when higher energy electrons collided
with the molecules. Extensive fragmentation obtained from the
HECD experiment requires more efficient data processing as it
is impractical to manually identify all the possible fragments.

The in-depth knowledge and understanding of disulfide
fragmentation under CAD and ECD conditions garnered from
these processes was then incorporated into the development of
software that will facilitate the identification of these different
types of fragments. A software tool, DiSulFinder, was specif-
ically developed to interpret CAD and ECD MS/MS data for
the identification of S–S and/or C–S bond cleavage fragments
and those in which the S–S bond remained intact. The identi-
fication of CAD and HECD fragments using DiSulFinder is

Figure 3. HECD MS/MS spectrum of insulin_frag peptide acquired at electron energy of 16 eV, and irradiation time of 500 ms and
summed over 200 scans
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Table 2. Summary of insulin_frag CAD Fragments Identified Using DiSulFinder

Ion Sequence m/z Charge ppm Intensity

[1]/Y2 LVCGER-NH2/CN-NH2 907.4258 1 2.39 2.56E+08
[1]/Z2 LVCGER-NH2/CN-NH2 890.3992 1 2.34 1.38E+08
[1]+S LVCGER-NH2 707.3332 1 0.6 1.25E+08
Y9 GER-NH2 360.1992 1 0.49 1.06E+08
[1]/Y4 LVCGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 1184.533 1 2.44 8.34E+07
Y4C11 LVCGER-NH2/NYC 1070.491 1 3.39 7.26E+07
[1]/Y3 LVCGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 1070.491 1 3.39 7.26E+07
[1]/Y5 LVCGER-NH2/ENYCN-NH2 1313.577 1 3.32 7.11E+07
Y11Y6 VCGER-NH2/LENYCN-NH2 1313.577 1 3.32 7.11E+07
Z10/[2] CGER-NH2/QLENYCN-NH2 1325.538 1 1.36 4.42E+07
Y10+S CGER-NH2 495.1813 1 2.14 3.94E+07
[1]/Z3 LVCGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 1053.463 1 2.37 3.31E+07
Y4B11 LVCGER-NH2/NYC 1053.463 1 2.37 3.31E+07
[1]-S* LVCGER-NH2 641.3742 1 2.02 2.64E+07
[1]/Z4 LVCGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 1167.507 1 3.33 2.61E+07
C11Z2 LVCGER-NH2/C 776.3565 1 2.91 1.81E+07
B11Y2 LVCGER-NH2/C 776.3565 1 2.91 1.81E+07
[1]/Z5 LVCGER-NH2/ENYCN-NH2 1296.549 1 2.51 1.41E+07
Z11Y6 VCGER-NH2/LENYCN-NH2 1296.549 1 2.51 1.41E+07
Z10Y2 CGER-NH2/CN-NH2 678.2462 1 2.33 1.40E+07
Y10Z2 CGER-NH2/CN-NH2 678.2462 1 2.33 1.40E+07
Z11Y2 VCGER-NH2/CN-NH2 777.3155 1 3.08 1.36E+07
Y11Z2 VCGER-NH2/CN-NH2 777.3155 1 3.08 1.36E+07
Z4B11 LVCGER-NH2/NYC 1036.437 1 3.03 7.99E+06
B8 QLE 371.1917 1 2.16 7.53E+06
Z3C11 LVCGER-NH2/YC 939.4207 1 3.39 7.50E+06
Y3B11 LVCGER-NH2/YC 939.4207 1 3.39 7.50E+06
Y10Y4 CGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 972.3796 1 2.16 7.30E+06
C9Z5 EN 244.0924 1 1.54 7.23E+06
B9Y5 EN 244.0924 1 1.54 7.23E+06
Z10Y4C11 CGER-NH2/NYC 841.3108 1 3.37 7.15E+06
Z10Y3 CGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 841.3108 1 3.37 7.15E+06
Y10Y4C11 CGER-NH2/NYC 858.3357 1 1.38 7.14E+06
Y10Y3 CGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 858.3357 1 1.38 7.14E+06
Z10Y4 CGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 955.3534 1 2.58 6.61E+06
Y10Z4 CGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 955.3534 1 2.58 6.61E+06
M LVCGER-NH2/QLENYCN-NH2 1554.72 1 3.29 6.54E+06
Y10Y5 CGER-NH2/ENYCN-NH2 1101.423 1 2.37 4.43E+06
Y10/[2] CGER-NH2/QLENYCN-NH2 1342.567 1 2.98 4.05E+06
A4X10A11 CG/QLENYC 879.3145 1 2.39 3.82E+06
X11X6 VCGER-NH2/LENYCN-NH2 683.2684 2 1.13 3.40E+06
Y11Y2 VCGER-NH2/CN-NH2 794.3414 1 2.26 3.39E+06
B9 QLEN 485.2363 1 1.82 3.22E+06
Z11/2 VCGER-NH2/QLENYCN-NH2 1424.608 1 2.46 2.90E+06
Z10Z4 CGER-NH2/NYCN-NH2 938.3268 1 2.64 2.88E+06
Y9 ER-NH2 303.1771 1 1.45 2.85E+06
B7 QL 242.1495 1 1.64 2.47E+06
Z10+S CGER-NH2 478.1546 1 1.78 2.43E+06
Y11C3X2 VC/CN-NH2 478.1546 1 1.78 2.43E+06
A10Z5 ENY 362.1353 1 1.65 2.41E+06
A11Z2 LVCGER-NH2/C 731.3353 1 3.51 2.34E+06
Z10Z2 CGER-NH2/CN-NH2 661.2196 1 2.33 2.31E+06
[1]/Y6 LVCGER-NH2/LENYCN-NH2 1426.66 1 2.25 2.25E+06
Y6B11 LVCGER-NH2/LENYC 648.2998 2 4.09 2.05E+06
B10 QLENY 648.2998 1 1.66 2.05E+06
Z4A11 LVCGER-NH2/NYC 1008.441 1 2.06 1.97E+06
C10Z5 ENY 407.1569 1 1.88 1.97E+06
B10Y5 ENY 407.1569 1 1.88 1.97E+06
Z11Z6 VCGER-NH2/LENYCN-NH2 1279.522 1 2.21 1.84E+06
Z10Z3 CGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 824.2837 1 2.74 1.78E+06
Z10Y4B11 CGER-NH2/NYC 824.2837 1 2.74 1.78E+06
Z3B11 LVCGER-NH2/YC 922.3939 1 3.2 1.68E+06
Z10Y5 CGER-NH2/ENYCN-NH2 1084.396 1 2.09 1.60E+06
Y10Z5 CGER-NH2/ENYCN-NH2 1084.396 1 2.09 1.60E+06
Z11C4Y6B11 VCG/LENYC 880.335 1 2.54 1.55E+06
B5Z3 LVCGE/YCN-NH2 880.335 1 2.54 1.55E+06
Z10B11 CGER-NH2/QLENYC 1194.467 1 0.64 1.41E+06
B3B11* LVC/QLENYC 1063.449 1 2.47 1.34E+06
Z10C11 CGER-NH2/QLENYC 1211.496 1 2.67 1.33E+06
Y10B11 CGER-NH2/QLENYC 1211.496 1 2.67 1.33E+06
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summarized in Table 2 (only fragments with intensity higher
than 1+E06 and up to 2 possible structures of the same peak are
reported in Table 2; complete list summarized in Supplemen-
tary Tables S1 and S2, respectively. As seen in Table 2, the
software outputs the ion type using the nomenclature defined in
this software development as well as corresponding sequence
information. Figure 4 depicts the nomenclature that
DiSulFinder adapted to illustrate the four types of fragments
identified by the software. Figure 4a represents a single bond
cleavage fragment, Z2, from peptide backbone cleavage of
chain 2 with two C-terminal residues remaining. Figure 4b

shows fragment B5Z4 formed by cleavage of one peptide bond
on each of the two chains (one C-terminal residue of chain 1
was cleaved and three N-terminal residues were cleaved from
chain 2). Figure 4c shows a fragment ion, X11B3C11, formed
from three bond cleavages, at different locations: two peptide
backbone cleavages occurred along chain 1 (amino acid resi-
dues L of N-terminus and GER of C-terminus were lost); the
remaining fragment was connected to chain 2 via a disulfide
linkage (C-terminus N residue was cleaved off of chain 2).
Figure 4d illustrates a four bond cleavage fragment,
A5X10Y6A11. Two peptide backbone cleavages occurred on

Table 2 (continued)

Ion Sequence m/z Charge ppm Intensity

[1]/B11 LVCGER-NH2/QLENYC 1423.65 1 3.16 1.31E+06
A5Y10X6A11 CGE/LENYC 880.2974 1 1.1 1.26E+06
A5X10Y6A11 CGE/LENYC 880.2974 1 1.1 1.26E+06
A11Y2 LVCGER-NH2/C 748.361 1 2.28 1.20E+06
A10Y6 LENY 492.2463 1 2.08 1.19E+06
Y11-S* VCGER-NH2 528.2897 1 1.53 1.17E+06
Z11Y4C11 VCGER-NH2/NYC 940.3788 1 2.53 1.14E+06
Z11Y3 VCGER-NH2/YCN-NH2 940.3788 1 2.53 1.14E+06
[2]+S QLENYCN-NH2 914.3513 1 1.94 1.13E+06
X11C11 VCGER-NH2/QLENYC 677.286 2 1.97 1.10E+06
B3Z2 LVC/CN-NH2 531.2067 1 2.39 1.01E+06

a/’ Between residues represents the two Cys residues on both chains are linked via S–S bond.
b* Represents radical cation.
c[1] and [2] in ‘Ion’ column represents intact chain 1 and chain 2, respectively.

Figure 4. Illustration of different DiSulFinder output ions, greyed residues being cleaved off in fragments. (a) Single bond cleavage
fragment, Z2was fromone peptide backbone cleavage of chain (b) Two bonds cleavage fragments, such as B5Z4was formed from one
peptide backbone cleavage on each chain, oneC-terminal residue of chain 1was cleaved off and threeN-terminal residueswere cleaved
from chain 2. (c) Three bonds cleavage fragments, for example X11B3C11 formed from two peptide backbone cleavages of chain 1, and
one peptide backbone cleavage of chain 2: both L of N terminal and GER of C-terminal were cleaved off of chain 1 and N of C-terminal
was cleaved off of chain 2. (d) Four bonds cleavage fragments such as A5X10Y6A11 are formed by two peptide backbone cleavages on
each chain: L, V of N-terminal and R of C-terminal of chain 1 were cleaved; Q of N-terminal and N of C-terminal of chain 2 were both
cleaved
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each chain: L, and V, from the N-terminus and R of C-terminus
of chain 1 were cleaved; Q from the N-terminus and N from C-
terminus of chain 2 were also cleaved.

The identification results generated by DiSulFinder were
compared with those from BioTools and manual data interpre-
tation for evaluation purposes. DiSulFinder readily identified
fragments found by both BioTools and manual data processing.
For instance, the m/z 495.18131ion was identified as y4+S of
chain 1 manually and DiSulFinder identified the same fragment,
and output as Y10+S. Both were correlated to the same amino
acid sequence of CGER-NH2 of chain 1, with Cys- bearing
additional sulfur from C–S bond cleaved off of chain 2. For
the m/z 994.37695 fragment ion, we manually assigned it as
chain 2 [z4]-chain 1 [b5], NYCN-NH2/LVCGE as in Table 1.
DiSulFinder also identified the same peak, but assigned two
possible structures that had the same chemical formula, where
the same amino acid composition was named as B5Z4 and a
second possible structure was X11B3C11 for VC/QLENYC.
Most importantly, DiSulFinder identified many fragments that
resulted from four peptide backbone cleavages. These fragments
were very challenging to deducemanually, mainly because there
was no prior knowledge about their presence. One such example
is fragment A5X10Y6A11 (m/z 880.2974), which correlates to
CGE/LENYC with two Cys connected via S–S bond, and both
chains were cleaved at both terminus.

In summary, the number of fragments identified using
DiSulFinder was substantially greater than those identified by
BioTools and manual data processing combined. From CAD
fragmentation, DiSulFinder identified more than 50 additional
fragments that were not identified by BioTools, with the major-
ity of those fragments containing an intact S–S bond and peptide
backbone fragmentation from both chains. DiSulFinder success-
fully identified fragments found and characterized by BioTools
as well as the manually assigned fragments, which gave us more
confidence about the identification by DiSulFinder.

Intra-Chain Disulfide-Linked Peptide, Crustacean
Cardio-Active Peptide (CCAP)

Crustacean cardio-active peptide (CCAP) was used to investi-
gate the fragmentation behavior of disulfide-linked cyclic pep-
tides under different dissociation techniques. CAD often strug-
gles to generate sufficient fragmentation coverage for cyclic
peptides since they usually carry a single charge and dissociate
poorly, as is the case for CCAP. Here, fromCADMS/MS data,
BioTools was only able to identify a few backbone fragments
from amino acid residue outside the two disulfide-linked Cys,
such as y8 and y7. From manual data processing, as summa-
rized in Table 3, we identified several Cys-containing frag-
ments arising from cleavage of the disulfide bond and an
additional peptide bond, such as y6 and b5 ions, both of which
contained one Cys residue. Analogous to an inter-chain linked
peptide, CAD fragmentation of this cyclic disulfide-linked
peptide also led to cleavage of the C–S bond of the Cys residue.
We observed b4, b6, and b8 ions with the sulfur lost because of
the cleavage of C–S bond as shown in Table 3. Those

fragments, however, could not be used to determine the disul-
fide linkage site.

In an effort to improve fragmentation efficiency of the cyclic
disulfide-linked peptide, and obtain more structurally useful
information, electron-induced dissociation (EID) was
employed. Here at 21 eV, EID fragmentation of the singly
charged precursor of CCAP provided complementary frag-
ments to CAD MS/MS. With EID, we were able to obtain S–
S or C–S bond-cleaved peptide fragments similar to those seen
in CAD MS/MS in Table 3. Subsequently, we found that EID
was able to preserve the S–S bond and break peptide bonds
between the two linked Cys residues. Such fragments, which
involved two or more peptide bond cleavages, were manually
identified and are summarized in Table 4. For instance, Asn
was cleaved between adjacent Cys- and -Ala residues, and the
resulting fragment was represented as PFCz/cAFTGC, where
subscript c and subscript z represent the cleavage site on the
peptide backbone. Similarly, three connected amino acid

Table 3. Summary of CCAP Fragments Identified in CAD Experiment

Fragment types Ions Sequences m/z

S–S cleavage fragments y6 NAFTGC-NH2 611.26208
b6 PFCNAF 678.20291

C–S cleavage fragments b4-S* PFC(-S)N 428.19360
b6-S* PFC(-S)NAF 646.29990
b8-S* PFC(-S)NAFTG 804.37001

S–S bond intact fragments PFCNAc|yC 667.23441
y8 FCNAFTGC-NH2 859.32479
y7 CNAFTGC-NH2 712.25580
M-NH2 PFCNAFTGC 939.35141

S–S bond is linked in fragments contain two Cys residues; ‘|’ between residues
represents the peptide backbone cleavage site
* indicates the fragment to be radical cation

Table 4. Summary of CCAP Fragments Between Disulfide-Linked Cys-Res-
idues in EID

Sequence m/z

z[NAF]b 316.12909
z[C(+S)NA]c 321.06850
z[NAF]c 333.15569
z[C(-S)NAF]b* 385.15064
y[FC(-S)NA]b* 402.17723
z[FC(+S)NA]a 423.11554
z[NAFTG]b 474.19840
y[CNAFTG]c 611.26082
PFCNAb|*ZC-NH2 633.17929
yFCNAc|yTGC-NH2 686.20468
y[FC(+S)NAFT]c 729.24853
PFCz|cAFTGC-NH2 842.33220

S–S bond is linked in fragments contain two Cys residues; ‘|’ between residues
represents the peptide backbone cleavage site
* indicates the fragment to be radical cation
Lower case a, b, c, and z, y represent the bond cleavage sites between amino
acid residues; cleavage between Cα-C, and amino acid residue with Cα will be
represented as [AA]a; cleavage between amide bond, and resulting fragments
bearing C=O group will be [AA]b; fragments with NH will be [AA]y; cleavage
between N-Cα and resulting fragments has Cα will be [AA]z; fragments with
NH will be [AA]c
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residues, Phe-Thr-Gly between Ala and the C-terminal Cys
were also cleaved while the two Cys remained linked via an
S–S bond. This type of fragment can provide valuable peptide
sequence information, and confirm the location of disulfide
linkage simultaneously.

We were able to identify eight fragments in total from CAD
fragmentation, three of which had the two Cys residues linked
via the disulfide bond (Table 3). No fragments between the
linked Cys residues were manually identified in CADMS/MS.
In contrast, DiSulFinder was able to identify a greater number
of fragments from the CAD data as summarized in
Supplementary Table S3. Those results also confirmed the
presence of fragments with amino acid cleavages between
two linked Cys residues in the CAD data. Examples include
the cleavage of Thr in B6Z2, PFCNAF/GC-NH2, and cleavage
of Phe in B5Z3, PFCNA/TGC-NH2. There is a risk of missing
important information during manual data analysis, especially
if there is no prior knowledge to prompt an investigator what to
look for or if the peak intensity is relatively small. At the same
time, this type of fragment with the S–S bond intact can be
useful for the deduction of disulfide linkages in cyclic peptides.
The prevalence of radical cations complicating the
interpretation of ExD MS/MS spectra provides another exam-
ple of the utility of DiSulFinder. Manual analysis time for one
EID MS/MS spectrum can easily consume tens of hours de-
pending on how extensive of an analysis is needed. In contrast,
with DiSulFinder, we successfully identified all of the different
types of fragments observed, including radical cations, within a
few minutes. Fragments found by DiSulFinder from the EID
MS/MS data are summarized in Supplementary Table S4. We
can more efficiently and accurately study disulfide-linked pep-
tides with DiSulFinder. The identification of S–S linkage
retained fragments in intra-chain disulfide-linked peptide could
provide critical information for disulfide linkage site
determination.

Conclusions
Structural characterization of disulfide-linked peptides has
been challenging because of insufficient fragmentation and
lack of proper data interpretation tools. In this work, we dem-
onstrated a new workflow that can quickly and accurately
characterize these types of peptides via CAD/ExD experiments
coupled with DiSulFinder, a newly developed software tool.
We used inter- and intra-chain disulfide-linked peptides as
model compounds to study the fragmentation behavior of
disulfide-linked peptides under different dissociation tech-
niques. Electron-based dissociation approaches were used to
provide complementary fragmentation to CAD, both of which
generated three main types of fragment ions. In particular, EID,
which utilizes high electron energy, generated unique peptide
backbone cleavages between two linked Cys while keeping the
S–S bond intact. These fragments provided important peptide
sequence information as well as the disulfide linkage.
DiSulFinder was developed based on the observed

fragmentation patterns to quickly and accurately identify disul-
fide peptide fragments without the need of disulfide bond
reduction prior to CAD and ExD MS/MS analysis. The unique
advantage of this tool lies in its ability to identify fragments not
only from peptide backbone and S–S or C–S bond cleavage,
but also S–S intact fragments, thereby providing critical infor-
mation on disulfide linkage sites. As a result, the program could
expedite the identification of complicated tandem mass spectra
of disulfide peptides and can also be applied to the analysis of
peptides/proteins with inter- and/or intra-chain disulfide link-
ages. It will be interesting to explore the potential of the
software for better characterization of unknown disulfide link-
ages within cysteine rich protein molecules.
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